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The author David Yen spent 20 years at Sun Microsystems, Inc. In the 1990s, he led the
development of Sun’s first- and second-generation multi-CPU SMP servers, which transformed
Sun from a workstation company to a leading enterprise server company. As head of Sun’s
Microelectronics group in 2001, he turned around Sun’s declining SPARC microprocessor
business, introducing the industry’s first 8-core, 32-thread general-purpose processor in 2005
and developing it into a multi-billion dollar business.Sun was "the Google in the '90s" and highly
regarded for its innovations even in the Silicon Valley. Founded in 1982 by Andy Bechtolsheim,
Bill Joy, Scott McNealy, and Vinod Khosla and started as a workstation vendor using off-the-
shelf components, Sun surpassed established information technology giants such as Digital
Equipment Corporation, IBM and Hewlett-Packard in the '90s and became "the dot in .com" in
that crazy late '90s era. In the twenty years that the author worked at Sun, he got to witness the
rise and eventually the fall of the company. The author was not on the very top of the decision
making layer, yet he was on a level high enough to know and sometimes influence what was
going on. By documenting what he experienced and what his thoughts were at the time, the
author believes he might have provided a piece of reading that young engineering graduates
could get a preview of what they may experience, young business administration graduates
could get a peek at thoughts of engineering management, contemporary industry veterans
could get some smiles from time to time if what the author described triggered the reminiscence
of their own, and readers outside of Silicon Valley could get a glimpse of how the Valley operates
through various behind-the-scene stories.
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classmate of mine who had been teaching at San Jose State University since his retirement
from the industry solicited my interest in teaching computer architecture and design there.
Computer engineering was my major in my graduate study. The graduate-level class in SJSU
uses the book "Computer Architecture and Design" by John Hennessy and Dave Patterson as
the textbook, which I had been wanting to read and "never found the time". So I happily
accepted the challenge.While I was reading the book, my thirty-plus years of career in Silicon
Valley, scene by scene, started to re-appear in my mind. The Computer Architecture course I
took when I was a graduate student in the University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign in late '70s
was based on a series of published papers. Yet, what got collected in Hennessy's and



Patterson's book is literally what computer engineering has accomplished since then. And I was
part of that journey.I never wanted to write an autobiography. I am by no means a celebrity. Why
would anybody be interested in reading it? Yet, when I was teaching the course at SJSU, I found
myself from time to time telling the students "what actually happened". After all, while the
general direction of technology developments may follow a logical course, many decisions were
triggered by specific company's business considerations and sometimes even certain decision
maker's personal preferences.Students seemed enjoying such behind-the-scene stories. This
encouraged me to document many of such events which I personally engaged. Obviously
computer engineering and business is a team sport. Numerous people contributed to it. I was
blessed to have worked with a number of world-class talents throughout my career. By using
their real names in my stories, somehow their contributions could be recognized now with
names associated. Of course, I wrote the "history" out of my own memory. If there is any error, it
would be my mistake and I apologize. I chose not to write my entire working history, but to focus
on my 20-year tenure in Sun Microsystems. Writing my entire working history would make it too
much like writing my autobiography. Sun was "the Google in the '90s". Founded in 1982 by
Andy Bechtolsheim, Bill Joy, Scott McNealy, and Vinod Khosla and started as a workstation
vendor using off-the-shelf components, Sun surpassed established information technology
giants such as Digital Equipment Corporation, IBM and Hewlett-Packard in the '90s and became
"the dot in .com" in that crazy late '90s era. I didn't join Sun in its early days. I joined Sun in
October 1988 after it had already had its Initial Public Offering (IPO). In the twenty years that I
worked at Sun, I got to witness the rise and eventually the fall of the company. I was not on the
very top of the decision making layer, yet I was on a level high enough to know and sometimes
influence what was going on. By documenting what I experienced and what my thoughts were
at the time, I might provide a piece of reading that young engineering graduates could get a
glimpse of what they may experience, young business administration graduates could get a
peek at thoughts of engineering management, and my contemporary industry veterans could
get some smiles from time to time if what I described triggered the reminiscence of their own.It’s
a blessing and it’s a privilege for my life under the Sun.AcknowledgmentsMany thanks to my
wife, Grace, who was brave enough to proofread my first draft of this book. My deep gratitude is
also due to my boss John Shoemaker and his wife Donna Shoemaker, my ex-colleagues Sridhar
Vajapey, Uday Kapoor, Sunil Joshi, Ken Okin, and my friend Bob Lin who kindly reviewed the
manuscript and provided valuable advices and encouragement.Prior LifeFirst JobAfter I
graduated and received my Ph.D. degree from University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign in
October 1980, among six job offers from IBM Watson Lab, Texas Instruments Central Research,
Hewlett-Packard Labs, National Semiconductor, University of Southern California, and TRW
Array Processors, I joined TRW. At the time IBM, TI, and HP were all top-rated companies,
particularly IBM. Maybe as such, IBM even had a policy to have the first year on the job as a
“probation period” for new research staff hires. Due to this “probation”, for a foreign student on
F-1 visa, IBM would not sponsor the new hire applying permanent residency during his/her



limited 18-month practical training period. (IBM preferred to hire new employees in those days
directly out of school, because “it’s easier to shape the new employee into IBM culture” and, as a
deep-pocket computer industry near-monopoly at the time, free of concern of getting sued by
the prior employers of the new hire for trying to steal trade secrets from those companies.)I told
IBM such a “probation” provision made their offer non-competitive, since all the other potential
employers promised the sponsorship as long as I was satisfactorily employed. IBM
capitulated.Still, after agonizing for more than a month, I decided to join TRW Array Processors.
Not because their salary offer was higher, it was not. Not because they were more prestigious.
In fact, TRW Array Processors, a new venture of TRW Inc., was the least. They were in the
Silicon Valley whereI could pursue my entire career without bothering relocation, but so are HP
Labs and National Semiconductor. The unique feature TRW Array Processors possessed which
other companies didn’t was they were unknown! I tried to pick an offer through the process of
elimination. Somehow I always found some negatives about a particular offer, including the fact
that Dallas, where TI Central Research was located, happened to have a 2-week, 100-degree-
plus heat wave at the time. TRW Array Processors was a new venture set up by TRW as an
“internal start-up” trying to build a new breed of high-performance array processors and just
started hiring in less than a year. Its future was much more unpredictable (more potential?) than
all these others. The “unknown-ness” made them have nothing to get criticized! In addition, they
did hire one of my computer engineering professors at Illinois, Bob Rau, who was also on my
thesis committee, as their chief architect.Over the years I’ve been thinking about this “un-
orthodox” decision from time to time. I think one major reason for me to have chosen TRW Array
Processors is – subconsciously I really like to build cutting-edge products. I certainly didn’t know
at the time that this theme actually formed the backbone of my entire career.Unfortunately the
first day I reported to work at TRW Array Processors, October 1 1980, the Array Processors
project got suspended by TRW pending further review, due to a minor electronics industry
recession and the sponsoring VP’s departure. They stopped hiring additional engineers after me
and eventually turned the new venture into an internal R&D project while they tried to figure out
what to do with this project and a dozen or so people they already hired.The group continued
working on a demonstration prototype trying to “impress” senior management about the
decision. Without much support, I worked as a junior architect, logic designer, and micro-
programmer. A year later we had a very successful demo analyzing de-classified government
satellite images. We knew it didn’t bode well even when we started the demo, though. The
responsible vice president from TRW headquarter in southern California, while specifically
invited, didn’t even bother to show up.TRW eventually decided to merge our group into their
Sunnyvale, California-based subsidiary, ESL Inc. in early 1982. ESL works on government/
military contracts. I had to wear a special red-dotted badge as a non-citizen employee, which
requires escort even when I needed to go to the bathroom. This was obviously not a healthy
environment for me to build a career. So I decided to leave. This was one resignation that my
superior, who’s also part of the original Array Processors group, actually apologized to



me.During the time I was looking around for a new job, someone mentioned to me about a small
start-up company called Sun Microsystems in the Valley working on some sort of desktop
computer systems. Apparently at that time I had not been in the Silicon Valley long enough to
appreciate a 100-and-some-people “small” start-up. I didn’t look into it.Finally joining IBMI did
feel sorry that I had to turn down IBM’s employment offer when I graduated. IBM was such a
shining brand worldwide in the ‘60s and ‘70s. I once joked to my American friends that I learned
of the IBM name even before I knew how to spell the United States of America.Now I was
already in California. I joined IBM San Jose Research Center. Fortunately they thought I was
still “reasonably fresh” to hire. I was hired to build the hardware part of a programmable, parallel/
pipelined quality inspection machine for IBM’s newly invented thin-film disk head production. It
was a fun project and I had a very friendly but talented group of colleagues to work with.While
most of the Array Processors people eventually left ESL and worked in various Silicon Valley
companies, Bob Rau and Array Processors’ finance guy Arun Kumar managed to get
permission from TRW to use the IP (Intellectual Property) we developed in the Array Processors
group. Specifically this allowed Rau to continue pursuing his new invention – the Very Large
Instruction Word (VLIW) high performance computing architecture which he called Polycyclic
Architecture.Soon Rob Rau, Arun Kumar, and I got together during weekends to work on the
idea of building a super-computer based on this Polycyclic Architecture. After a few months Bob
and Arun wrote a business plan and started approaching Sand Hill Road. (If you live in Silicon
Valley, you should know what I meant. Sand Hill Road in Menlo Park, California, is populated
with numerous venture capital (VC) firms where many famous high tech companies today got
their initial funding from.)The fund-raising effort initially was not successful. After all, all we had
at the time was a bunch of ideas and none of us had presentable industrial credentials or prior
entrepreneurial experiences.The breakthrough came when Bob heard Gordon Bell, a computer
industry legend, was visiting the Bay area. Bob knew him in his academia days. He managed to
find out which hotel Bell was staying and got himself an opportunity to present to Bell. Bell
commented that the idea was interesting. He might even just try to be polite! But that’s enough.
In all subsequent VC firm presentations, Bob told them Gordon Bell said it’s interesting. Believe
it or not, in a couple of months, three VC firms each committed to provide $200,000 as seed
fund for us to “solidify” the ideas. The new machine needs to have an operating system, which
we decided to adopt AT&T Unix System V. The best Unix expert I knew was my brother Wei who
was working at HP Labs at the time. In addition, the VLIW architecture is highly dependent on
compiler’s capability to excel. Bob recruited a compiler expert Ross Towle to join. So in June
1984 a mini-supercomputer start-up Axiom was born with five of us as co-founders. The name
Axiom was later changed to Cydrome to avoid some legal name infringement issue. To change
the name, it cost us $50,000 hiring a linguistic expert firm Name Lab of San Francisco, which
allegedly invented the famous name Exxon. We initially tried to come up with a different name
ourselves. Yet we couldn’t agree with each other’s choice. A seemingly simple task turned out
surprisingly to become a multi-hour debate. None of us liked the concocted name Cydrome,



which Name Lab expert claimed to mean some sort of intelligence racetrack. Since none of us
liked it, there was no bias. So we adopted it!Start-up DaysWith a total of $600,000 seed funding,
the milestone we were required to achieve was essentially a complete set of architecture,
hardware, and software specifications for the mini-supercomputer we proposed to build.The
market prospect seemed to be excellent. Between the extremely popular Digital Equipment
Corporation’s minicomputer VAX-11/780, which cost about a quarter of a million dollars (reads:
affordable by most schools and organizations) and the venerable, million-dollar-price-tag Cray-1
supercomputer, there was nothing else in the high-performance computing equipment
spectrum! In fact, that was exactly the reason TRW set up its Array Processors new venture.
TRW used a lot of VAX-11/780’s in government projects. To further boost 780’s computing
performance, they had to attach additional performance accelerators, most frequently the
Floating Point Systems AP-120B Array Processors, to the 780’s. After a while apparently they
became sick and tired of it, and decided, well at least for a while, to make their own. Cydrome
was not the first start-up attempting to address this market gap. Convex in Texas and Alliant on
the east coast were ahead of us. In the subsequent two years, four or five additional start-ups
were formed. All used innovative but proprietary architectures trying to achieve Cray-like
supercomputer performance, but cost much less than the million-dollar price tag. From 1983 to
1989, the art of computer architecture really blossomed! Five of us, all in our early thirties, four
Ph.D.’s and one accountant, were full of passion and light in real industrial experiences. It was
early ‘80s, when Digital Equipment Corporation in Massachusetts was red hot with their
minicomputer DEC VAX-11/780. We wanted to be DEC II in ten years! While I was the only
hardware guy in the founding team and eventually built up the 40-some people hardware group
consisting of engineers, technicians and managers, I couldn’t claim the Vice President of
Hardware Engineering title. I was only a project leader and research staff member in IBM, so
said the investing venture capitalists. I had to hire a more experienced manager from DEC to be
my boss.We eventually built a pretty significant system and shipped our first six prototypes to
potential customers in September 1987. We used the state-of-the-art chip technology called
Gate Arrays from Fairchild and Motorola. The gate density compared to what’s available today
was very low. We ended up with a 19-inch chassis populated with multiple 20-inch by 20-inch
circuit boards. The hardware intensiveness forced us to price the system for more than half a
million. While the machine performance was still impressive enough to achieve our original
performance goal, the market in the meantime changed!All computer engineering students who
know a little bit of computer history should remember the major CPU (Central Processing Unit)
architecture disruption occurred in mid ‘80s. After decades of pursuit of complicated instruction
set trying to match human’s high-level language linguistics and hoping to achieve high
performance, the ever-increasing speed gap between CPU logic and memory latency fostered a
new vision.In 1986 a new architectural philosophy called Reduced Instruction Set Computing
(RISC) emerged. Instead of supporting a bunch of complicated instructions many of which
access memory data directly, RISC architecture employs a large number of CPU-residing



registers for faster operand accesses and easier compiler optimization. It limits direct memory
data access only to LOAD and STORE instructions. Instructions are made equal length, and
designed to be easy to decode, and its execution easy to be pipelined. All of these speed up
computing performance.RISC in 1986 was represented by SPARC, invented by Dave Patterson
of University of California, Berkeley, and MIPS, invented by John Hennessy of Stanford
University. Although ARM was also invented at the same time, it initially completely focused in
the embedded application area. Silicon Valley based Sun Microsystems quickly picked up
SPARC and Silicon Graphics picked up MIPS and started building workstations.By late 1987
when the mini-supercomputer crops from various start-ups including Cydrome’s hit the market,
the pretty capable but much affordable 10-MIPS (Million Instructions Per Second) workstations
from Sun and SGI started becoming popular. And the 20-MIPS versions were around the
corner. All of a sudden, many high performance computing (HPC) customers, such as
Hollywood digital movie producers and national research laboratories who expressed strong
interest when we started, hesitated. They told us that compared with a half-million dollar cost
and special programming as all mini-supercomputers used proprietary architectures, they’d
rather acquire 10-20 Sun or SGI workstations to achieve the same purpose, not to mention the
fact that popular workstations came with tons of off-the-shelf applications.The competition for
the remaining HPC customers became fierce. Companies started offering 6-month free trials
without payments for interested customers just trying to occupy their floor space so they would
be less inclined to try others.While customers were not paying, we still had to support those
systems we shipped to them. One day in early 1988 we received a phone call from Pittsburg
National Supercomputer Laboratory. They had a small fire in the computer room which triggered
the automatic fire extinguishing installation in the ceiling. The Freon sprayed on the Cydra-5
(Cydrome’s mini-supercomputer product name) and probably damaged the system. While a few
of us engineering guys were discussing how to resolve the situation, our Chief Financial Officer
Arun Kumar started to burst into laughter. Cydrome would now have its first revenue, because
the insurance company had to pay!By 1988 Cydrome had grown to about 150 people after three
rounds of financing with a total of $50 million dollars invested. The awful market climate caused
our lead investor Prime Computers to withdraw. Prime, one of the successful minicomputer
companies in Route 128 area of Massachusetts, was initially so interested in Cydrome’s
technologies and planned to use Cydra-5 as their next-generation offering. Their “professional”
interest did help Cydrome’s funding effort as many VCs followed their lead. Their CEO in early
1988 wanted to buy Cydrome “before they go public.” That triggered two of Prime’s founding
board members to come out and personally evaluate the company and the market. They visited
the company, talked to all the key people, and studied the market for two full days. They arrived
at a shocking conclusion. Not only did they veto the acquisition proposal, they also wanted
Prime to completely get out of this brutal mini-supercomputer market which includes their
investment!Prime’s withdrawal shook all other venture investors’ confidence. They started
freezing Cydrome’s fund in the bank. After four rounds of layoffs, Cydrome closed its door at the



end of 1988. Hewlett Packard walked in, offered $50,000, and acquired all intellectual
properties including three of my US patents, as well as two working prototypes we had on the
floor. They also hired Bob Rau to HP Labs to continue the research of this architecture.By the
end of 1989, essentially the entire mini-supercomputer industry vaporized! Interesting enough,
companies folded literally in the reverse order as they were founded. Convex and Alliant
survived Cydrome, as they already established an installed base which provided some services
revenue by the time workstations started seriously eroding the market.Joining Sun
MicrosystemsWhile Cydrome was closing, I started looking around. At this time I was already in
the Silicon Valley. The mini-supercomputer industry was essentially destroyed by the
(super-)workstations. Workstation? A category of computers I didn’t even hear of when I was in
the grad school in less than ten years ago. Why are they so capable? Cydrome’s mini-
supercomputer had to employ a rack full of 20 inch by 20 inch electronics boards to do its job,
what is the magic in Sun’s “pizza box” sitting on the desktop underneath the monitor?“You can’t
beat them, join them!” as I was told by my American friends. I became very interested in working
in those companies. I got the names of SGI’s VP of engineering and Sun’s workstation
engineering VP. I wrote letters to them directly.I still remember the first time I met Sun’s
workstation engineering VP, Howard Lee. While I was waiting for him in a chilly morning outside
of the Hobes Restaurant at the intersection of Highway 85 and Stevens Creek Boulevard in
Cupertino for our breakfast meeting, a small, bright yellow Porsche 914 pulled into the
restaurant’s parking lot. Out stepped Howard. Apparently he was a sports car hobbyist.The
interview process with Sun went very well. I was told that Sun had a hiring freeze at the time.
Howard hired me anyway and assigned me to be a staff member to his engineering director Ken
Okin to start working on a bus which can support a multi-CPU workstation. I was given the rank
of senior manager, as I was only a director of a defunct start-up. I actually also got a nice offer
from SGI. They were a direct competitor to Sun in the workstation market. The two-day
interview process went so well that I started to worry about the challenge of making a choice
versus Sun. In the afternoon of the second day, their VP of engineering gave me a tour of their
workstation lab. Among many SGI workstations and prototypes, all of a sudden I saw two Sun
workstations. That surprised me. I asked them why they even used their direct competitor’s
product. Reluctantly, they told me a couple of product design tools they needed to use only ran
on Sun. I considered it’s a hint for me from God.I joined Sun Microsystems’ Workstation Division
in October 18, 1988.Brief Workstation StintDuring the first week while I was walking around
offices, I noticed that many of them had a big yellow foam piece hanging on the wall showing a
clenched fist with the index finger sticking out. I asked people what that meant. “We just passed
the one-billion-dollar revenue milestone!” they said.Okin had four workstation product teams
going on simultaneously at different stages. Each team had five to eight engineers led by a
manager. The development cycle was very short, typically nine months to a year. The progress
in CPU technology was very robust during that time. Newer and faster CPUs became available
on the market every so many months. That means Sun was capable of cranking out new



workstation models at a rate of less than a year per model! This was why Bill Joy, one of Sun’s
engineering founders, insisted on Sun focusing on uni-processor designs. Without the more
complicated multi-processor system design and therefore lengthier development time, Sun
could ride on the CPU progress and provided new higher performance offerings. In addition to
the Company’s competitiveness, we engineers also got the benefit of refreshing our
workstations with newer models every year.Interestingly such a fast product cycle had another
unplanned benefit. One time a customer’s workstation had a weird bug when they ran a specific
combination of applications that Sun really couldn’t figure out what’s wrong, Sun just gave that
customer a new faster model with which such bug disappeared. The customer was happy.In the
first three months of my workstation days, I finished the specification of Sun’s first multi-CPU
shared bus called M-bus. The task was pretty easy because I simply took the proven A-bus
which I designed for the general purpose part (which runs the operating system) of Cydrome’s
(originally Axiom’s) multi-CPU mini-supercomputer and simplified it.During this three-month
workstation-learning period, Okin who oversaw the developments of various workstation
products noticed that the major part of change from one workstation model to its next generation
was primarily the CPU chip and its immediate surrounding logic such as cache. The main
memory and input/output peripheral (such as monitor, keyboard, and mouse) interfaces pretty
much remained unchanged. He came up with this great idea of putting the new CPU chip
(usually runs at a higher clock rate) and its cache on a module (a smaller piece of printed circuit
board). The workstation motherboard simply carries a socket for the CPU module and can
remain unchanged for generations. This fundamental structure change made the development
process much more efficient.Sun’s first SPARC CPU chip implemented with Fujitsu’s gate array
was designed by only two engineers. Subsequent SPARC CPU chips, however, required much
larger team due to more sophisticated logic and the need of monolithic semiconductor design
for speed and density. The CPU development population growth and differences between the
semiconductor chip development process and system products’ board-based development
process created the need of a new SPARC Processor Division subsequently.Ironically the
module approach created a political problem – between the SPARC CPU group and the system
groups, who owns the module? Ultimately the SPARC CPU group won. They no longer supplied
the system groups with the CPU chips. They supplied the CPU modules. The more limited
“CPU view” of the module did create system problems, but that was already quite a few years
later.Sunburst ProjectSun actually had two system groups at the time. In addition to the
workstation group, Sun also had a server group. In that era of workstations, the servers were
essentially considered as subordinates. Only when a job taking too much storage for its data
usage exceeding the storage capacity of desktop workstations, or taking too much time to run
that the workstation owner didn’t want the job hogging his/her workstation, did it get relegated to
servers. Servers, therefore, distinguished themselves by having much larger storage (main
memory and/or disks) and, usually, faster CPU, and are usually shared because of its higher
cost (therefore lower volume from a vendor’s perspective). When I first joined Sun I asked



Howard Lee, the VP of workstation division, what was a server as I never learned that
terminology when I was in school, he replied “server is just a workstation but got its hands (aka
keyboard) and head (aka monitor) chopped off.” Even Sun’s manufacturing insisted on calling
servers “deskside” versus “desktop” for workstations in those years.In January 1989, Sun’s
server group lost an engineering director who was leading the Sunburst project. The server
group’s main project was called SunUp using a Seattle company BIT’s ECL processor for its
faster speed. ECL technology was only used in mainframes and supercomputers at the time.
Compared with the cheaper TTL technology used by minicomputers, workstations, and personal
computers (PCs), it is much faster but much more power hungry and more expensive. Logically
the server group created a derivative project call Sunburst using the same architectural design
as SunUp but with the cheaper TTL/CMOS technologies in non-CPU areas. Since it was a
derivative, it had a much smaller engineering team with only eight engineers (versus SunUp’s
40+).Due to my large system background, Howard Lee included the server division VP Len
Hughes in my interview process. So he knew my existence. Instead of recruiting an external
candidate for the Sunburst job, he approached Howard Lee to “borrow” me.I just finished the M-
bus spec. While the workstation motherboard (all desktop workstations only has one single
printed circuit board) complete with CPU, main memory, and I/O was interesting, I as a computer
architect was getting bored. So when Howard asked me, I immediately agreed -- both for the
richer architectural content of potentially larger machines and the opportunity to build my own
product!I never returned back to the workstation division.The morale of the Sunburst team was
low and the project schedule was behind. Two weeks after I joined Sunburst, then Sun’s VP of
engineering Bernie Lacroute, Len Hughes’ boss, called me and asked me whether the project
was able to tape-out its key gate array by May 21, the scheduled tape-out day and two and half
months away. Based on my assessment of the development status and the required
subsequent steps, as much as I really wanted my own project and knowing a negative answer
would endanger the project, I told him no. He said the schedule delay might force the company
to cancel the project. I told him in that case he might as well cancel the project immediately as
there was no chance the project in its current status could achieve the milestone. He didn’t, at
least not right away, carry out his threat.Different AttitudePartially because I wanted to make up
Sunburst’s product knowledge myself and project schedule of the team as fast as possible and
partially because I knew it’s easier to go from hard working to more relaxed working style than
the other way around, I continued to go to work on Saturdays just like my Cydrome days – a
common working style for start-up companies in Silicon Valley. Sunburst engineers noticed that.
So they also started to come to work on Saturdays. We went to lunch together, on my
treat.Three weeks later, one day a Sunburst engineer who I knew was also attending evening
classes at Stanford for his master degree came into my office. He said, “Dave, you cannot drive
us like this! We are going to die.”I was shocked. I almost shouted to him that Cydrome
engineers worked this way for more than four years. No one died! In the last second I
swallowed the words. I suddenly realized that I was in a different environment working with a



group of people having a different attitude. People who came to Sun, already an established
public company, to work are different from those who go work for start-ups!Product
RefinementAs part of my learning process, and now it’s my project, I tried to refine the product.
Since the product was positioned to be the cheaper (but slower) SunUp, I first started working
on the product cost. The major cost of the hardware material came from the cost of the gate
arrays produced by LSI Logic. Equipped with my still fresh Cydrome experience in dealing with
various hardware vendors, I called up the LSI Logic sales rep. I presented some pertinent
pricing comparison among gate array vendors and tried to negotiate. The LSI Logic gentleman,
looking at the young and green manager in front of him, grinned : “Sun has a blanket contract
agreement with LSI Logic on all gate arrays. The prices are fixed.” He apparently was right. I
couldn’t change it.What else could I do to improve my product? It happened that on the market
the CMOS memory chips Sunburst used for its cache memory just quadrupled its density since
Sunburst’s original design with the same cost. I asked the team to immediately modify the
original design to accommodate the new chips. As a result, while Sunburst still ran at a slower
clock rate and therefore a cheaper machine, its application performance started to challenge
that of SunUp’s. That created tension between the two projects.Raduchel’s Three IT Service
PlansIn addition to the product, I tried to do something to control the project expenses so that
more budget money could be used for prototype materials and/or additional staffing. I noticed
that among all project expenses there were various “cross-charges” from other parts of Sun.
One charge really stood out in the crowd was “IT Services” charged by Corporate IT. With only
one manager and eight engineers in the project, the IT Services charge seemed excessive.
Chinese has an adage which says “A new-born calf has no fear of the tiger.” As a newly-joined
manager in a big corporation, I made an appointment with then Sun’s Chief Information Officer
(CIO) Bill Raduchel to “review” Sunburst’s IT Service charge.After a brief exchange of
pleasantries, I explained the reason of my visit and politely expressed my complaint of the high
IT Service charge. I said I wondered whether there would be ways to reduce it. Staring at me
and with a smile on his face, Bill opened the middle drawer of his desk and took out a piece of
paper on which three different IT service plans were listed with tabulated details. My eyes
quickly focused at the costs of each plan listed at the bottom row of the table. I was shocked to
find out - They were identical!The message was clear. This guy was in the very top of the
Company. Whatever algorithm or logic the cost calculation was based on, I was not going to
achieve my objective and I was in no position to negotiate. I thanked him and quietly left his
office.Project Cancellation
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Michael Roach, “A quick and interesting history of engineering at Sun. As a Sun Microsystems
enthusiast I enjoyed this book quite a bit. I would categorise it as a mixture of a professional
autobiography and first person account of what went on at Sun from an engineering perspective.
As the information is largely limited to first-hand encounters by the author it’s by no means a
complete in-depth history of the whole company. For example Java, Solaris, and ZFS are barely
mentioned. But that’s fine. This is a lot more about system design and SPARC.This book does
need editing though. Some typos, grammatical problems, and overuse of the word “literaly” and
exclamation marks made it feel a bit rough around the edges.”

andrew c bell, “Enjoyed the Story. I love engineer stories and have read any computer history
books I can get ahold of. Appreciate David Yen sharing. It is in the authors own voice, fine for
me. If you think it might bother you, could get a sample.  But for $1 hard to go wrong.”

Joseph D. Darcy, “A view into the final years of Sun Microsystems. As a Sun employee in its
waning years, I was interested in read David Yen's account of his experiences during that time
and before. I recall at an all-hands meeting I asked David a short question and his answer
unfolded over 20 minutes! The book would benefit from a pass from a copy editor.”

Fischer Erik, “Nice history of Sun Microsystems. An interesting and well organized story. Though
missing a number of names behind product development whom should have been mentioned.
Seen almost all David mentioned personally during my almost 17 years of being a technical
ambassador at Sun and a Principal Engineer.”

WiS. Gorman, “Intriguing insight into Silicon Valley’s incredible .com chapter. Life Under The
Sun provides an inside view of the dynamic technological environment and fiercely competitive
nature of Silicon Valley. It is an enlightening history of the amazing success of Sun. It is also an
intriguing story of one man’s successful contributions during the historic .com phase.”

Singhs, “Excellent book on history of innovations at Sun Microsystems!. great perspective from
David. Must read for those interested in history of innovations at Sun Microsystems in Computer/
Sparc/Sparc based server history..”

Alexey Kharlamov, “Inside view of the company which changes the industry. It was a slightly
elegiac but also enlightening reading about the path of a man who has been lucky to live through
raise and fall of Sun Microsystems, one of the pillars of Silicon Valley, one of the giants shaped
our present in IT industry.It also tells a story about the avoidable tread of time, and mistakes
people make trying to comprehend the future. An inside view on titanic shifts happened in 90s
and 00s.”



The book by David Yen has a rating of  5 out of 4.5. 17 people have provided feedback.
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